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Dear Subscribers,
Hurricane Florence is quite the storm, and will certainly cause near term
disruption of all southeast US commerce for at least week. And there will be
extended effects beyond that. Yet we remind everyone that ever since
Katrina devastated New Orleans and the Mississippi Gulf Coast it has been
apparent that while these events are human tragedies they are not economic
disasters.
In fact, quite the opposite. While much housing and commercial stock as
well as infrastructure are being damaged or destroyed, the replacement
phase creates a bit of an economic boom. Nobody should cheer the coming
of more events of this type, yet any view that this is an economic and market
problem is misguided.
It seems US EQUITIES are indeed not bothered by Florence, and are
encouraged by constructive developments on the international trade front
that include a US offer of fresh talks with China. And after a bit of a recent
soft spell, economic data has reverted to strength as well, pushing US
EQUITIES back above a key near-term threshold (more below.) So while
there is no guarantee of any resolution of US-China trade issues (and USCanada talks still loom large), at least Florence seems a typically perverse
constructive influence. Please see Thursday’s emailed note for much more
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on central bank and emerging currency influences.
Market Quick Take
SEPTEMBER S&P 500 FUTURE 2,800-10 area resistance was modestly
exceeded into mid-July. Subsequent concerns left only very modest slippage
back below that area until the more positive sentiment returned into late
July. Higher resistances remained in the 2,840-50 area, reinforced by the
late July downside reaction from that area, and seemingly reinstated on the
mid-August drop back below it.
Yet not for long, even if subsequent initial recoveries stalling into the low
end of that range confirmed its prominence. However, it was exceeded once
again on the mid-August surge from still key 2,810-00 support. It was also
higher again despite sharp mid-August TURKISH LIRA weakness, and
held 2,840-50 on the politically driven drop into Wednesday August 15th
(see that morning’s emailed note for more.)
Higher resistance at the 2,878.50 January all-time high was exceeded early
two weeks ago, with the next classical weekly Oscillator resistance into
2,895-2,900 also overrun. While we often discount the technical importance
of the ‘big penny’ level, in this case it is meaningful. SEPTEMBER S&P 500
FUTURE slipping below 2,895-2,900 congestion left it resistance it is back
above since yesterday.
And the 5.00 premium DECEMBER S&P 500 future looks that much better
as we head toward September contract expiration at the end of next week.
Higher resistances are at the recent 2,917.50 high reinforced by the classic
weekly Oscillator resistances into next week and extended Oscillator
resistance at 2,945-50.
The balance of the Evolutionary Trend View is much the same as noted in
the Extended Market Take in Thursday’s emailed note, and we refer you
back to that for any further details.
The Rohr-Blog Research Team
info@rohr-blog.com
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This review of market opinions and all other information is strictly for
educational purposes. This information is provided without consideration
of portfolio requirements, suitability for financial risk, or psychological
state of any recipient. Any use of this information to implement actual
trades or investments is the sole responsibility of the individual or entity
authorizing that decision. This waives your right to any claim of explicit or
incidental liability for financial loss or forgone profit against Rohr
International, Inc. and any informational contributors under all
circumstances. Information contained herein may have already been
disseminated to others who may have acted upon it. Implicit in the Rohr
services is the understanding that principals or employees of Rohr may
have already taken positions. By review of Rohr alerts and/or Rohr views
and all attendant information you confirm receipt of them as educational
content, as well as agreement with all of the stipulations articulated above.
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